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1. HOSTING ENTERPRISE 
CEA-CADARACHE 
 
CEA is the most large nuclear research 
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2. OVERVIEW 
• SiC-based claddings as alternative to Zry-based claddings in PWRs            
monolayer: leak-tightness? MULTI-LAYERED DESIGNS 
• USA/CEA studies  Interesting perspectives but potential difficulties depending 
on the design 
• Key issue: Thermo-mechanical PWR conditions: 
• USA: weak characterisation optimistic tendency : leak-tightness? tools?  
• CEA: analytical studies critical! 
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MULTI-LAYERED DESIGNS  Specific tools CEA design codes 
Still in development! 
It is necessary to clarify: 
 
• Potentially unacceptable situations? 
• Characterization  Limitations & Uncertainties? 
• Design Impact? 
• Future Perspectives? 
 
3. NUCLEAR FUEL CLADDINGS 
 
 3.1 MATERIALS 
 
            3.2 FUNCTIONS & LOADS 
 
 3.3 INNOVATIVE DESIGNS 
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NUCLEAR FUEL CLADDINGS: MATERIALS 
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Ceramic Claddings 
Primary Stresses 
External Pressure Coolant: 155b 








Steady: UO2 swelling Relaxed by 
UO2 CREEP 
HBS 
Transient: UO2 Thermal 
Expansion 
Nominal & Accidental 
Power Transients 
NOT RELAXATION! 
Secondary Stresses Thermal Gradient 
low lclad : 













NUCLEAR FUEL CLADDINGS: INNOVATIVE DESIGNS 
Neither SiC nor SiCf/SiC can be used as single cladding! 
 Innovative multi-layered designs 













• Hermeticity during operation? 
• Secondary Stresses? 




Leak-tightness >> Clad Failure 
4. SANDWICH CLADDING 
 
 4.1 DESIGN 
 
 4.2 IN-CORE BEHAVIOUR 
 
         4.2.1 CHARACTERISATION 
 
                         4.2.2 NOMINAL CONDITIONS 
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SANDWICH: DESIGN 







• Leak tightness 






• Fabrication Process      Temperatures Refractory metals: Nb, Ta… 
• Hermeticity during operation: beyond 
CMC elastic limit  
• End-Cap Bonding 
Metallic liner 
• Secondary stresses?  PCMI? In-core behavior characterization 
SANDWICH: IN CORE BEHAVIOUR 
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Advanced thermo-mechanical studies with CEA design codes:  















SANDWICH CLADDING MODELLING 
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Standard geometries: Alcyone 1.3 Internal Pressure & External Temperature 
Non-standard geometries: licos 1.1  under development code: Uncertainties and limitations!  
 
1/8 Fuel Rod First power transient cracking 
       M5: Not refractory 
       Fair visco-plastic modelling 
  
• Fuel Power 
• Neutron Flux 
• Gaseous Swelling 
• External Pressure (155 b) 
• External Temperature 
• Internal Pressure Evolution 
EDF Irradiation History: FX0GAC /E04/4043 


































































LIMITATIONS & UNCERTAINTIES 
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• No HBS/Gaseous Swelling: 
  
• Fuel swelling kinetics: Gap Closure? 
• Mechanical Impact? 
 
• Rod Modeling: 
• Fuel boundary conditions? 
• Contact conditions: 3D simulations 
• Benchmark  
 
NOMINAL CONDITIONS 
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PCMI 
Late phase (PCMI): 
-Gap Closure depends on fuel kinetics:  
 -Alcyone: Impaired due to lack of SiC Irradiation Swelling  
 -licos: Impaired due to lack of HBS/Gaseous Swelling  
 
-Different impact on the cladding: 
          -Friction: Hot Spots (licos 2D) Stress concentration factor ≈ 1,4 
          -Hourglass shape? 3D computations! 
-lack of HBS effect? 
-Tension over SiC/SiC elastic regime (near failure!):  
 -Micro-cracking loss of leak-tightness 
                              Metallic liner response 
  
 
Early phase: No contact  
ACCIDENTAL SCENARIO 
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               -Fast kinetics too fast for UO2 to 
accommodate the stress by creep 
 
-SiC/SiC large imposed deformation: 
              -Stress far beyond SiC/SiC failure limit 
   
-Metallic liner: 
             - liner plasticity may preserve leak-
tightness 
              modeling?  Stress concentration at SiC 
fracture points? Metallic failure? 
 
               
 
Intolerable Situation Gap Optimization Burn-Up performance!! initial purposes? 
1200 MPa 
CONCLUSIONS 
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-SiC-based multi-layered claddings as a replacement for Zry tubes: Triplex and Sandwich  
 
- Sandwich (CEA) claims to solve some problems linked with Triplex (USA) 
manufacturing/end-cap bonding/leak-tightness 
 
- Triplex: Not realistic thermo-mechanical impact characterization! 
 
- CEA design codes: Under development Uncertainties and limitations: 
- :Fuel characterization HBS/Gaseous swelling Gap closing and mechanical 
impact on the PCMI 
- Thermo-mechanical analysis: Preliminary stage and not conclusive but… 
- Under nominal conditions:  
- In an early stage (without PCMI) stress level is acceptable… 
- PCMI: limiting phenomena! 
-  Accumulated strain drives SiC layers over its hermetic regime liner 
may keep leak-tightness but… 
 
- Under accident (RIA): 
- Without PCMI thermal stresses under SiC elastic limit 
- With PCMI stresses over SiC failure limit Impact over the metallic 
liner? leak-tightness? 
- Design Impact:  
- PCMI appears to be the limiting problem Unacceptable clad damage FP 
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-Sandwich characterization: Preliminary but encouraging in front of Triplex 
 
To do: 
- To minimize uncertainties by enhancing modeling codes: 
- HBS & Gaseous Swelling 
-accurate monitoring of gap evolution (kinetics, gap closure) 
-Mechanical Impact on Fuel 
 
- Stress concentration effect 
- Cladding contact: pellet- ceramic-metal-ceramic 
- 3D 
 
- Comparison Criteria (acceptable stresses) 
QUESTIONS 
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Thanks for your attention! 
 
 
